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abstract
Subjects update prior information simultaneously versus sequentially. The mean prediction is remarkably
close to the correct Bayesian estimate with simultaneous information, but differs significantly conditional
on whether good news precedes bad news or vice versa.
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1. Introduction
In many real life situations important updating information arrives over time and/or simultaneously. In theory, individual choice
tasks starting from a given set of prior beliefs, a decision maker’s final set of updated beliefs should not be influenced by whether they
receive the additional information simultaneously or sequentially.
We know that without special training decision makers are not
good Bayesians on a number of dimensions (see Camerer, 1995, for
a review of the literature). However, there has been little exploration of systematic biases in information updating as a consequence of receiving information simultaneously or sequentially, or
whether good news precedes bad news or vice versa. This short
note reports on a study in which we begin to explore this issue
experimentally.
Our results show that for the simple case studied, sequencing
matters. When subjects receive information simultaneously,
although their individual updated estimates vary significantly
from the correct Bayesian estimate, the average of these estimates
is the same as the correct Bayesian posterior to the third decimal
place.1 However, mean estimates of the two sequential treatments
(good or bad news first) are significantly different from each other
and on opposite sides of the mean of the simultaneous treatment,
even when subjects received the same information signals as
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in the simultaneous treatment. These results suggest that both
sequencing and the order in which information is received matters.
There have been few previous experiments that can be directly
compared to ours. Beach and Wise (1969) studied differences
between sequential and final estimates regarding which of two
different decks of cards was being used. For each deck, a letter (A–F)
was written on each of 100 cards, with the relative frequencies
of each letter varying between decks. One of the decks was then
randomly selected and sequences of cards were drawn to provide
information about which randomly selected deck was being used.
The estimates were more conservative for extreme probabilities
relative to the correct Bayesian probability, but there were no
major differences between the final estimates of subjects making
sequential estimates (as the cards were drawn) versus those
making a single, final estimate. Peterson and DuCharme (1967),
using dice and colored chips found that sequential estimates
tended to be slow to follow the correct Bayesian values, with
estimates less resistant to moving up (towards 100%) than down.
Finally, in an experiment not involving estimating probabilities,
Bruner and Potter (1964) studied subjects’ ability to recognize
pictures of common objects that gradually came into focus. When
the initial image was less focused, subjects’ recognition of the
object was much worse than at clearer starting points when
subjects were provided with the same final image. To the extent
that the brain updates visual images and probabilities through
the same, or an analogous, mechanism these results are directly
related to ours.2

2 None of these experiments appears to have used financially motivated subjects.
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2. Experimental design

3. Experimental results

Subjects’ baseline condition was purposely framed in terms
of a potential genetic disorder that requires a laboratory test
to diagnose. This was done in order to examine the effect of
good and bad news on probability estimates, rather than abstract
signals such as dice or cards. Subjects were told that the prior
probabilities for having the disorder were ‘‘. . . a 30% chance you
have the condition, and a 70% chance that you do not’’. Further, the
laboratory test for having the disorder, ‘‘. . . like most medical tests’’,
is not completely accurate, so that if they had the disorder, the
‘‘. . . test comes out positive 80% of the time, and comes out negative
(a ‘‘false negative’’) 20% of the time’’. Further, if they did not have
the condition, ‘‘. . . the test comes out negative (as it ought to) 90%
of the time and comes out positive (a ‘‘false positive’’) 10% of the
time’’.
In all treatments subjects got two test results, from different
laboratories, with the need for a second set of results framed
in terms of getting a second opinion. For the simultaneous
treatment, subjects were told that they received both results at
the same time, with the tests coming back positive from one lab
(‘‘. . . indicating that you have the condition’’) and negative from the
other (‘‘. . . indicating that you do NOT have the condition’’). Subjects
then were asked to determine ‘‘. . . considering the results of both
tests’’ the likelihood of actually having the condition. Subjects had
a number line like the one shown below to place an X indicating
their answer, along with a box below it to fill in a numeric value:

Table 1 provides summary descriptive statistics for the
likelihood of having the condition based on the results of both
lab tests for all three treatments. In the Simultaneous treatment,
the mean estimate of the likelihood of having the disease is 0.433,
almost the same as the correct value of 0.432. While the number
of subjects above and below the correct value is almost evenly
distributed, the estimates are quite variable ranging from 0.08 to
0.90. However, 66% of the subjects had estimates greater than the
prior value of 0.30 indicating that they correctly identified that the
combined impact of the test results was to increase the likelihood
of having the disease.
In the BNF treatment the mean estimate of the likelihood of
having the disease after both lab tests is 0.367 which is below
the estimate for the simultaneous treatment (as well as the
correct Bayesian value). In contrast, in the GNF case the mean
estimate after both lab results is 0.475, which is above the estimate
for the simultaneous treatment. Neither the BNF nor the GNF
estimate is significantly different from the Simultaneous estimate
at conventional significance levels (|t | = 0.95 and 1.49, p >
0.10, two-tailed test in both cases). But the BNF estimate is
significantly lower than the GNF estimate (|t | = 2.23, p < 0.05,
two-tailed test).3 The results indicate that sequential arrival of
information yields biased results compared to simultaneous arrival
of information. Subjects were more responsive to the latest piece
of information they got than to the combined information.
One can think of a number of possible mechanisms generating
these biases, with some sort of recency effect (Murdock, 1962)
coming most immediately to mind.4 However, a closer look at
the data suggests that the source of the bias is the incomplete
adjustment to the initial test result received. For the BNF
treatment, the mean updated estimate of the likelihood of having
the disease following the first, negative (no disease) lab result is
0.605 (0.034) (with the standard error of the mean in parentheses).
This move is in the right direction relative to the prior probability,
but not nearly enough, so that it is well below the correct value
of 0.774. For the GNF treatment the mean estimated likelihood of
having the disease changes very little to 0.296 (0.030) which is not
significantly different than the prior probability, and well above
the correct Bayesian value of 0.087.5
For the sequential subjects we also compared their final estimate to an updated Bayesian estimate, but one that starts from
their individual estimates following the first set of lab results.
Taking the average of these individual estimates for the BNF treatment this updated Bayesian estimate is 0.330 (0.029) as opposed
to the final predicted estimate of 0.367, indicating under adjustment once again. Repeating this exercise for the GNF treatment,
this updated Bayesian estimate is 0.680 (0.026) compared to the
final predicted estimate of 0.475, once again indicating underadjustment. Thus, the bias in the sequential data is driven by

Subjects in the sequential treatment had exactly the same
information set as in the simultaneous treatment, only the lab
results were separated by ‘‘a two week period’’. In one treatment,
which we will refer to as the ‘‘Good News First’’ (GNF) treatment,
subjects were first told that the lab results came ‘‘...back negative,
indicating that you do NOT have the condition’’, while the second
set of results came ‘‘. . . back positive, indicating that you do have
the condition’’. Further, subjects were required to fill out a number
line and to provide a numeric answer like the one shown above
following their first lab results, followed by a second number line
and numeric answer following the second lab results, for which
they were requested to consider ‘‘. . . the results of both tests’’. The
other sequential treatment, which we will refer to as the ‘‘Bad
News First’’ (BNF) treatment, was exactly the same as the first, but
with the lab results provided in the opposite order.
To incentivize respondents to consider their answers carefully
they received a cash payment of $10 for the correct answer
(relative to that of ‘‘a medical expert’’), with $1 subtracted for every
5% their answer deviated from the correct value. For the sequential
treatments these incentives were in effect for both answers so that
subjects could have earned a total of $20 in these treatments.
Subjects were recruited from undergraduate economics classes
at Ohio State University. These were largely introductory or lower
level classes so that most students would have had little, if any,
familiarity with Bayes’ rule. With instructors’ permission the last
15–20 min of class time was used to distribute the questionnaires,
grade them and pay subjects. Everyone in the class was invited
to stay and participate with the understanding that we would
randomly select 10% of them to pay. We had a total of 167
subjects from 5 classes roughly divided equally between the three
treatments.

3 Mann–Whitney non-parametric tests for mean differences yield similar results
except that BNF is significantly different from simultaneous at the 5% level (Z =
2.13, two-tailed test).
4 Also see Hogarth and Einhorn (1992) who note that recency effects are
characteristic of sequential arrival of information compared to primacy effects for
simultaneous evaluation of the same information, when relatively simple bits of
information are involved, as would be the case here. In contrast, our subjects get
it right, on average, with simultaneous arrival of information, compared to when
the information arrives sequentially. There are important differences between
our task, and our evaluating outcomes relative to Bayes’ rule, compared to the
experiments summarized in Hogarth and Einhorn. The latter typically involve
qualitative evaluations of a variety of stimuli such as trait adjectives and behavior
statements with no Bayesian reference point against which to compare outcomes.
5 Using the Wilcoxon rank sum sign test the medians in both cases are
significantly different from the correct Bayesian values at better than the 1% level.
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Table 1
Likelihood of having the condition after both lab reports.
Treatment (number of
subjects)

Mean estimate (standard error of the
mean)

Number of subjects above/below
mean

Number of subjects above/below correct
value

Simultaneous (53)

0.433
(0.028)
0.367
(0.034)
0.475
(0.034)

25/28

25/28

24/32

19/37

28/30

32/26

Bad news first (56)
Good news first (58)
Correct value: 0.432.

systematic under-adjustment of subjects’ estimates compared to
the correct Bayesian estimate, albeit this underestimation is systematically stronger for the GNF group then the BNF group.6 This
suggests that the systematic bias in the sequential estimates rests
on the fact that subjects are implicitly required to do two sets of
their own imperfect Bayesian updating. This conservatism in updating probabilities is well-established in the psychology literature
(see, for example, Phillips and Edwards, 1966). In contrast to the
sequential case, the simultaneous provision of the additional information helps to limit whatever bias there is in updating.
4. Conclusions
We have reported systematic bias in updating beliefs when
information arrives sequentially compared to having the same
information arrive simultaneously. We trace the source of the
bias to incomplete updating of initial beliefs in response to
the first piece of information provided relative to the correct
Bayesian updated probabilities, as well as to the subsequent
information provided. More experiments are needed to explore
this phenomenon. But to the extent that our observations
generalize, we have identified another adverse effect of faulty
Bayesian updating that needs to be taken into account in decision
making, which has policy implications regarding the release of
information (sequentially or simultaneously). While it remains
an empirical question to what extent our results generalize, it is
already known that the ‘‘conservatism’’ in updating underlying
our results is well-established in the psychology literature. This

6 The latter more than likely is a sampling effect rather than anything to do with
the order in which the lab information was provided.

suggests that similar results are likely to be found in a variety
of economic settings; e.g., business hiring decisions which are
conditional on sequential arrival of information about the state of
the economy or in medical decision making when patients go for a
second or third opinion regarding treatment options.
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